
Annual report 

Contributor briefing 

Our annual report 
The annual report is an opportunity for us to communicate with our stakeholders and shape their 
understanding of our business. The main message for this year’s report is: 

Your contribution to the report should target specific audiences and aim to persuade them of the 
messages relevant to your section, as set out below. 

Your contribution 
Contributor 

Section 

Topics 

Audience 
outcomes 

Specifications 

Deadline 

Writing advice 
When drafting your contribution, cover only the topics listed above. Other contributors will speak to 
the main message of the report or major events in the year, if these are not relevant to your section. 

Focus on what we want readers to take away from your section – the Audience outcomes as listed 
above. If you are reporting poor results, the report is an opportunity to persuade readers that this is 
reasonable in the circumstances. 

To further support your reader, prioritise the key content rather than following the chronology of the 
past year. Take the journalistic approach of key facts and assessments first, backed up by the detail. 

Use plain English expression to offset complex content and necessary technical terms. To do this: 
• use the pronouns ‘we’ and ‘us’ rather than ‘the organisation’ and ‘it’
• prefer active verbs that make it clear who is responsible for an action
• choose the simplest word or phrase that accurately conveys your meaning
• keep sentences short and focused on 1 idea.

https://www.plainenglishfoundation.com/contact-us/
https://www.plainenglishfoundation.com/contact-us/


Annual report 

Style sheet 

Australian Style Guide™ advice 
As a key communication piece, the annual report must be consistent and polished. To help achieve 
this, please follow these standards in your contribution. 

 $542,356
 The closing share price was $6.73.
 AUD542,356 and NZD188,345

FY 2022–23 2021–22 

Revenue $'000 $'000 

Product 1 revenue $6,049 $4,863 

Product 2 revenue $18,035 $2,354 

 2023 (calendar year)
 2022–23 (financial year)
 30 June 2022 (date in text)
 30-6-22 (date in table)

 Remuneration and benefits report
 Despite being confirmed in 2021, these

changes occurred after 30 June 2022.
 See the ‘FY’ and ‘Revenue’ headings above
 Right click on a table, select Table properties,

then go to the Alt text tab 

 Despite 3 months’ work on the project, it is
effectively back at square one.

 This is a 24.3% increase on last year.
 We expect web traffic to reach around

1.5 million visits a month by March 2024.

Currency 
Use a $ and a comma for large amounts 
Use decimals only for small amounts 
Use currency codes only when referring to 
multiple currencies 
Use table headings to show large amounts, 

Dates 
Write calendar years as YYYY  
Write financial years as YYYY–YY 
Write dates as D Month YYYY in text, 
or D-M-YY in tables 

Formatting 
Use sentence case for headings 
Prefer bold for emphasis, rather than italics or 
underlining 
Avoid blank or merged cells in tables 
Add an alt text table title and description to all 
tables to improve accessibility 

Numbers 
Use numerals for all numbers, 
except in common expressions 
Use the % symbol in text and tables 
Only use ‘million’ or ‘billion’ for imprecise 
numbers 

Our style advice 

as shown in the Revenue row to the right

https://www.plainenglishfoundation.com/contact-us/
www.australianstyleguide.com
https://www.australianstyleguide.com/home
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	Our style advice

	Section: [eg Director's report][eg Year in review]
	Topic: [eg Performance against the 2021–30 Strategic Plan targets][eg Our expansion into Queensland and the Northern Territory][eg The operational impact of last year’s regulatory changes]
	Audience outcomes: [eg Shareholders see lower returns as reasonable given disruption to manufacturing] [eg Our people support our plans for ongoing expansion in new markets][eg Regulators understand our updated governance system]
	Specifications: [eg Provide up to 2 pages of text and up to 8 pages of figures/graphs][eg If including graphs or figures, please provide links to the related data] 
	Deadline: [Send your contribution to [who] by [date].]If it needs department approval, please arrange this before returning.
	Contributor: [Name, Title]
	Our style advice: [Add any further organisation-specific advice here. For example:•   any words that should be capitalised•   acronyms or short forms for special projects and programs•   how to refer to various departments or sections.You can also add hyperlinks to any advice or brand guidelines that will be useful for contributors.]
	Main message: [Type over the text in each editable field. Here, add the main message of your report, such as 'New technologies are mitigating the systemic risk of climate change.']


